
 

  

The 460 took design cues from the award winning 500 series and 

offered them in a more compact package. With great interior space 

on all three decks and amazing innovations all around it is sure to 

rise to the top of its segment.
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The 460 FLY is a brilliant yacht that features a lot of trickle-down technology 

and innovations that made its larger sibling such a success. It keeps the same 

daring design and quality yet manages to make it more affordable without  

much compromise at all. Once again, the passengers will be amazed no  

matter which deck they currently occupy. 

The exterior is highlighted by everyone’s favorite feature - the Beach Mode. 

The drop-down sides extend the usable cockpit area to over 5,6m and when 

paired with the sliding windows on both sides, they create an incredible leisure  

area for all to enjoy. The flybridge is surprisingly large for a yacht this size 

and holds a wet bar, large sitting area with a table and a sundeck. Up front, 

the bow settee can be turned into a sundeck while the aft hydraulic bath  

platform will handle most dinghies and jet skis. 

The saloon holds a forward dining and entertainment area, with a pop-up TV 

and a table that can be lowered to create two extra berths if such need arises. 

The fully equipped kitchen is moved back and allows to serve drinks to the 

outside bar - smart! Long staying guests will appreciate the full-sized fridge, 

dishwasher, and plenty of storage area all around. A lovely rest area for two 

people is located just opposite the kitchen and can face both inside and out, 

once the window slides away. 

Down below a total of six berths is spread around three cabins. The master  

is located midship and occupies the whole width of the yacht while still  

providing an extra rest area and an en-suite bathroom. The forward VIP cabin 

also has private access to the second bathroom down below and could be 

considered the owners on many of the competitors. The last guest cabin holds 

twin bunk beds, perfect for kids or a pair of friends. 

The 460 FLY is a clear indication that Galeon is on the forefront of innovation, 

charting the new direction for modular luxury crafts. 
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An incredible amount of space on the flybridge      

A dynamic yet balanced exterior      

The 460 is sure to impress with 

its stylish design and innovative  

features
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An extra seat and a grill option are available      

The bow rest area will be the centre of attention      

Put down the sides and extend the 

amount of space in the cockpit - 

genius!
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WalnutWalnut
The kitchen area is moved back and can also service

the port side bar with the window slid open
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Bathroom with a separate shower      The owner’s cabin offers incredible space      

Forward VIP guest cabin      The front of the saloon is occupied by a large dining area and a helm station      



  
Walnut High GlossWalnut High Gloss 
Select a high gloss dark interior design for a luxury

and bespoke finish 
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Bunk beds in the guest cabin      Find extra storage in all the cabins      

Three cabins are available down below      The dining and entertainment area with a pop-up TV      





Great use of space on the flybridge      

Have all the controls handy on the top deck helm station      

Drop down the sides and bath 

platform and enjoy your yachting 

experience to the fullest!
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      The bow sundeck can be transformed into a rest or dining area       Find respite in the cockpit

      Flybridge will seat plenty!       Outside grill will surely come in handy
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Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max 1

Bridge clearance 2

Height to transport

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Grey water tank

Black water tank

Mass of Light Craft Condition 3

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

1  – without propellers        2  – Max. height from water line at draft min.        3  – minimum mass with base engines

4 – with Beach mode, balconies down
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